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What's New?
Barngarla language and culture field
trip to Port Lincoln
Have you booked your child's seat?
Where to from here?
This month we continue a look at the
Alliance Française d'Adélaïde French
Language and Cultural Centre!

An exciting new series of French
cultural workshops this month!

Bonjour and Bawoo!
April is a fantastic time of the year in
Adelaide. The festival season is, in full
swing, with large attendances recorded,
specifically, at this year's French film
festival!
This month we preview a French film for
adults to take in and continue our focus
on the Alliance Française French Cultural
Centre to further your child's French postKidz Club!
The children celebrate a milestone this
month as we complete the first quarter of
our French program for 2021.
We will be conducting four French cultural
workshops for the children in April about
French gastronomy, music, art, and
children's literature.
Best wishes to all!

Alliance Française
French Film Festival
Family-Friendly Films
23 March until 20 April

Last month we previewed a film for children.
This issue our pick is for the parents!
The iconic Eiffel Tower proudly stands on the
Champ de Mars in the heart of Paris as a
beacon of French artistry and ingenuity. But
what do we know of Gustave Eiffel, the
engineering genius to whom the wrought-iron
lattice tower is named after?

This lovingly detailed biopic recreates Paris in the
late 19th century to tell his story.
Having already achieved international recognition
for his work – which included the framework for
the Statue of Liberty – Eiffel was in high demand.
He wanted to design the Paris Subway, but the
French government had other ideas: they wanted
something special for the 1889 World’s Fair.
Initially struggling for inspiration, everything
changes when Eiffel encounters a mysterious
woman that he once knew many years ago.
Audiences are invited to be swept away by the
passion and brilliance behind the creation of
France’s greatest cultural icon.
Event Website:
https://www.affrenchfilmfestival.org/films/adelaide

Alliance Française
d’Adélaïde
The Alliance offers a wide range of French classes for all
ages (children, high school students and adults) and all
levels. You will find all sorts of courses adapted to your
needs, availability and objectives. By exposing your children
to a foreign language early in their life, you will help them
develop lifelong learning abilities: not only will they gain
confidence by learning to communicate in another
language, but they will be able to acquire other languages
more easily, adapt to new situations and think creatively.
The Alliance Française d’Adélaïde provides a natural
progression through the levels, meaning that children can
begin classes at any age!
Alliance Française d’Adélaïde Inc enrolment information is available via the
AF website: https://www.af.org.au/

Reservations close this
coming May 18!
Our preparations are going well for
the June 18 departure to Port
Lincoln. Special thanks to all that
have responded and secured their
place for this unique cross-cultural
educational experience. A journey
that I am sure you will enjoy!
Parents seeking to add themselves
and their child to the excursion,
please contact us at reception.

An expression of interest was sent to the Kindy Room
parents in March, with a detailed, proposed itinerary,
including the cost of the return airfare and
accommodation for our linguistic journey.
Rex Airlines has requested that our group pay for the
airfare by May 18 to secure the special group rate. The
Port Lincoln Hotel seeks payment for the
accommodation as soon as we have filled our travelling
quota.
Parents are welcome to organise their payment for the
excursion now, so please contact us about your
prefered method of payment.

Barngarla language
workshops at Kidz Club!
The children continue their focus on the
greetings and introductions, the
numbers, colours, and names of the wildlife indigenous to the Eyre Peninsula,
and the cultural significance of
Aboriginal art and craft in preparation
for the fast-approaching excursion to
Port Lincoln and Coffin Bay.
Flor has created flashcards in hard copy
for the children to use and an electronic
version that describes the colours and a
selection of animals.

Bilingual babies listen to languages
and don’t get confused! Part Two
“They do not think that ‘dog’ and
‘chien’ [French] are just two
versions of the same thing,” LewWilliams said. “They implicitly know
that these words belong to
different languages.”
To determine infants’ ability to
monitor and control language, the
researchers showed 24 FrenchEnglish bilingual infants and 24
adults in Montreal pairs of
photographs of familiar objects.

Participants heard simple sentences in either a
single language (“Look! Find the dog!“) or a mix
of two languages (“Look! Find the chien!“). In
another experiment, they heard a language
switch that crossed sentences (“That one looks
fun! Le chien!“). These types of language
switches, called code switches, are regularly
heard by children in bilingual communities.
The researchers then used eye-tracking
measures, such as how long an infant’s or an
adult’s eyes remained fixed to a photograph
after hearing a sentence, and pupil dilation.
Pupil diameter is an involuntary response to
how hard the brain is “working,” and is used as
an indirect measure of cognitive effort.
To be continued in our May issue!
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